
Mysterious 761 

Chapter 761 Pregnant 

After an unknown period of time, the shaking stopped. Looking at Han Shi, who was buried in the pile of 

stones, Jiu Yuan’s face turned pale! 

If Qin Xi came back, how would he explain it to her? 

He quickly floated over and entered the rumbles through the crack. When he found Han Shi, who was 

still breathing, Jiu Yuan heaved a sigh of relief. 

But how was he going to save her? 

Look for help? 

Who could he look to for help? Apart from Qin Xi and Han Shi, no one seemed to be able to see him. 

Anxious, Jiu Yuan shouted into Han Shi’s ear, “Han Shi, don’t sleep. Wake up. Your wife was captured by 

an old demon. That person drank your wife’s blood and ate her flesh. Oh right, I forgot to congratulate 

you. You’re going to be a father. Your wife is pregnant, but she’s in danger now. If you don’t save her, 

your wife and your son will die at the hands of the old demon. Don’t sleep. Get up and save your wife.” 

Although Qin Xi had emphasized that he was not allowed to tell Han Shi, he really had no choice now. If 

he did not tell Han Shi, Han Shi might not be able to survive. 

Seeing that he still did not move, Jiu Yuan panicked. “Han Shi, did you hear me? Get up quickly. Your 

wife has been taken away. If you don’t go, she’ll die!” 

“Han Shi, your wife is pregnant, but someone wants to kill your wife and your son. Get up quickly!” 

“Han Shi, your wife is about to die and your son is about to die, but you’re still sleeping here. Don’t you 

care about their lives?” 

“Get up quickly. Qin Xi is still waiting for you to save her!” 

“Qin Xi, Qin Xi!” 

Han Shi’s blood-stained eyes twitched. 

He seemed to have heard someone calling something. He tried his best to listen, but he couldn’t hear 

anything. It was as if his ears were blocked, but a voice was occupying his mind bit by bit. 

Qin Xi? 

Who was Qin Xi? 

Why did his heart hurt so much when he heard this name? 

Jiu Yuan shouted into Han Shi’s ear, “Han Shi, get up quickly. If you don’t get up, your wife and son will 

be sucked dry…” 

This voice struck Han Shi’s heart, waking him up. His eyes were bloodshot, and his voice was deep. 

“Where is she? Where is she?” 



Seeing that he had woken up, Jiu Yuan immediately said in relief, “You’re awake. You’re finally awake. 

That’s great. How do you feel now? Can you move?” 

Han Shi did not care about his injuries. He felt that his head was a little dizzy and quickly pinched his 

thigh. The slight pain immediately made him come back to his senses. 

“I, I’m asking you. Where’s Xi? Where, where is she? Tell me!” 

Jiu Yuan gritted his teeth and said, “Your wife was captured by an old demon. She’s not in danger for the 

time being. That person seems to like to drink your wife’s blood. He will most likely keep her alive for 

some time.” 

“By the way, your wife is pregnant. From the tone of that old demon, it seems that he wants your son’s 

blood too. Han Shi, although you can’t beat that old demon, can you pull yourself together and think of 

a way to save her?” 

Han Shi was stunned. Xi Xi was taken away? She was pregnant? 

Chapter 762:The Pain He Hadn’t Felt For Hundreds of Years 

“Ahhhhhhh!” 

Han Shi roared. It was unknown where he got the strength from, but he circulated the internal force in 

his body and gritted his teeth. His eyes were bloodshot as he raised his internal force to the limit. The 

veins on his forehead bulged, and the rumbles on his body were immediately sent flying. 

He propped up his exhausted body and stood up shakily. His head was covered in blood. His mouth and 

nose were bleeding profusely, making him look like he had crawled back from hell. 

His eyes were unfocused as he subconsciously took two steps forward. He muttered incoherently, “Xi, I, 

I’m coming to save you. You have to, wait.” 

Before he could finish, Han Shi spat out a mouthful of blood and fell to the ground. 

Jiu Yuan was so frightened that he quickly floated over to take a look. When he saw the bloodstained 

face and the shocking wound on his head, he was dumbfounded. 

There was such a big hole on his head, but he could still get up. Was he made of iron? 

It seemed that there was no hope of getting him up, but Jiu Yuan couldn’t leave him here forever. 

Otherwise, if Han Shi died here, when Qin Xi returned, she would definitely not let him off. 

However, he couldn’t find anyone to save Han Shi, and he couldn’t just watch either. If he didn’t treat 

Han Shi, it was just a matter of time before Han Shi stopped breathing. 

Treat? 

Oh right! 

Jiu Yuan immediately remembered something. Han Shi had a spatial pocket. He had seen Han Shi take 

out something from it. At that time, he was quite curious and even asked Han Shi how to use it. 

He had an idea. “That’s right. Since he can’t get up himself, I’ll attach myself to him and help him up.” 



As he spoke, he attached himself to Han Shi. The moment he entered Han Shi’s body, Jiu Yuan jumped 

out. He gritted his teeth and couldn’t help but complain, “Damn, it hurts. It’s as painful as when I died 

back then. It’s so painful!” 

He was a little impressed by Han Shi. He finally knew how much pain Han Shi was in just now. 

However, time waited for no man. If this continued, Han Shi would really die. Thinking of this, he closed 

his eyes, gritted his teeth, and entered Han Shi’s body again. 

The overwhelming pain made Jiu Yuan want to curse. To be honest, after being a ghost for hundreds of 

years, other than the Chain of Darkness and the Dark Fire in Qin Xi’s hand, he had never felt so much 

pain. It was worse than death. 

He resisted the urge to leave Han Shi’s body and gritted his teeth. His forehead was covered in sweat 

and blood. He couldn’t open his eyes, but he still took out the special pill from his spatial pocket. 

He opened the bottle cap with difficulty and found an unknown pill inside. It smelled quite fragrant, but 

he did not know what it was. There was no time to lose. He swallowed it all. 

If one of the pills was lethal, it would mean that Han Shi was unlucky and destined to die. If he survived, 

Jiu Yuan would not have to be punished by Qin Xi. 

As expected, Han Shi was very lucky. After eating a bottle of Revitalizing Pills, he did not die, but the 

wound was still deep. Fortunately, his life was no longer in danger. This was a blessing. 

Chapter 763 Dying for The Second Time? 

Jiu Yuan found a set of clean clothes from Han Shi’s spatial pocket and wiped the blood off his body with 

the clothes he took off. He bandaged the place where the blood was flowing out with a new towel and 

applied the medicinal powder. 

These were all refined by Qin Xi for Han Shi in case of emergencies, so they were naturally effective. 

Moreover, they were all refined from the spirit herbs in the cave. 

As expected, the wound healed at a visible speed, and the pain Jiu Yuan felt weakened a lot. However, it 

was still a little difficult for him to stand up. 

“Sigh, it’s really troublesome. I can’t just wait like this. How can I send a message to Blood Stealer?” 

While he was puzzled, he rummaged through the things in the pocket. When he saw a small wooden 

box, he opened it out of curiosity. When he saw what was inside, his eyes lit up. 

It was a talisman! 

“Perhaps this thing can solve the problem…” 

As he spoke, she rummaged around and finally found a Body-Lifting Talisman. 

He knew that this thing could make his body as light as cotton. His injuries were too serious now, and 

every step he took felt like walking on fire. If he had this thing, what was there to be afraid of? 



Without delay, he slapped the Body Lifting Talisman on his thigh. Indeed, his body seemed to have lost 

its gravity and gradually became lighter. Apart from not being able to fly or pass through objects, it was 

about the same as when he was a ghost. 

He gritted his teeth and slowly stood up. With a light kick, he floated more than two meters away. Then, 

he landed on the ground and jumped another two meters. 

After floating for 500 meters, he suddenly stopped. “I’ll definitely scare a lot of people to death if I float 

like this. Let’s use an Invisibility Talisman first!” 

Then, he found an Invisibility Talisman in the small wooden box and stuck it on his body. When it 

worked, he floated towards the fish fond. 

In front of the fish pond, Blood Stealer looked at the time as he fished. It had been four hours. Why 

wasn’t his lady boss back yet? 

Could something have happened? Should he go over and take a look? 

However, he did not seem to know where exactly Qin Xi went. 

Just as he was letting his imagination run wild, the car door closed with a bang. He subconsciously 

looked over warily and saw Han Shi covered in blood. 

Blood Stealer’s expression changed drastically. He threw away the fishing rod and quickly got into the 

car. When he saw Han Shi, he gasped. “Boss, why are you… Ah, that’s not right. Where’s the lady boss?” 

Jiu Yuan had no time to waste. He frowned and said, “Cut the crap and take me back to the clinic. I’ll tell 

you the ins and outs later!” 

Blood Stealer looked conflicted. “But Lady Boss…” 

“The Lady Boss has been taken away. Your boss is about to die. Who are you going to save first?” Jiu 

Yuan was so angry that his face darkened even more. He panted heavily, but he still explained the 

matter simply to prevent Blood Stealer from not knowing his priorities. 

“I’m not your boss. Your boss is about to die. I’m his teacher. Hurry up and send me back to the clinic. 

Otherwise, he’ll die.” As he spoke, he lowered his head to let Blood Stealer see the big hole in his head. 

Blood Stealer felt as if he had been struck by lightning. He jumped into the car and drove it to the limit, 

flying straight to the clinic. 

Jiu Yuan was speechless. Did Blood Stealer want him to die a second time by driving like this? 

Chapter 764 Vegetative State? 

Jiu Yuan couldn’t stand the bumpy road anymore and floated out of Han Shi’s body. 

He complained, “Fortunately, I left his body. Otherwise, before I could reach the clinic, I would’ve been 

dead from car sickness.” 

From the rearview mirror, Blood Stealer saw that Han Shi’s face was pale, his head was bleeding, and his 

eyes were closed. Blood Stealer was anxious and raised the speed to the next level! 



In less than 20 minutes, the car stopped in front of the Ji Ding Hall. Just as he was about to help Han Shi 

out, Jiu Yuan floated into Han Shi’s body again. He opened his eyes weakly and stopped him. “Don’t, 

don’t alert too many people.” 

If Luo Xiujuan saw Han Shi in such a state, the whole street would know about it in less than ten 

minutes. 

Blood Stealer was at a loss. “Then, then what should we do?” 

Jiu Yuan rolled his eyes and took out another Invisibility Talisman to put on himself. He immediately 

disappeared in front of Blood Stealer. 

“Go to the second floor…” 

Blood Stealer quickly opened the car door. Then, he opened the door of Ji Ding Hall and shouted, 

“Doctor Liu, Doctor Feng, Doctor Yang, Doctor Lin, go to the second floor!” 

There were very few people who came to seek treatment today. Liu Dequan sat at the side and drank 

tea leisurely, reading the newspaper with relish. 

Feng Jiantian and Yang Song were studying acupuncture techniques. Lin Feng and Pan Lingling were 

taking people’s pulses. Hu Jingyun was fiddling with the medicine box. The few of them were busy with 

their own things. The atmosphere looked very harmonious! 

However, this harmony was disrupted when Blood Stealer rushed in! 

Seeing that he was covered in blood, they subconsciously stood up and looked at him nervously and 

worriedly. “Blood Stealer, what’s wrong? Why are you injured?” 

Blood Stealer was so anxious that he was sweating profusely. He shouted at Hu Jingyun, “Close the clinic 

for a day today. Take your tools and go to the second floor. Don’t waste time. Saving life is more 

important!” 

He seemed to have thought of something and quickly looked at Pan Lingling. “Don’t let the neighbors 

know. Stay at the door and keep watch.” 

Seeing how anxious he was, Liu Dequan, Feng Jiantian, Yang Song, and Lin Feng did not dare to delay. 

They all ran upstairs with the first aid kit. 

Upstairs, the four of them gasped when they saw Han Shi, who was on the verge of death. 

Among them, Liu Dequan was closest to Han Shi. Not only was he from the same village, but he was also 

friends with Han Dazhu and had long treated Han Shi as his grandson. Therefore, when he saw Han Shi 

like this, his head buzzed and he almost lost his balance. 

Fortunately, Blood Stealer quickly helped him up. “Elder Liu, you have to pull yourself together and try 

to think of a way to save him.” 

Liu Dequan also knew that now was not the time to feel sad. He quickly calmed down and immediately 

began to treat Han Shi with the other three. 



Han Shi was seriously injured. Apart from the wound on his head, there were many fractures all over his 

body and some internal organs were broken. 

Actually, Han Shi was quite lucky. Perhaps because that old man knew that someone else would come to 

the cave, he destroyed the cave. Therefore, the rocks that hit Han Shi were not ordinary rocks. There 

was an array formation engraved on them. Otherwise, with Han Shi’s cultivation, a few rocks would not 

have injured him so seriously. 

After the four of them tried their best to save Han Shi, they finally came to a conclusion. 

Vegetative state! 

Blood Stealer was shocked. “Vegetative state? How is that possible?” 

Liu Dequan looked sad. “Unless Xi is here… Eh, right, where’s Xi?” 

Chapter 765 Don’t Ever Think About Escaping 

Just as they were about to say that Han Shi would become a vegetable, he opened his eyes. 

Not only did he open his eyes, but he also said, “Hey, old man, don’t tell my wife about this. Something 

happened in Yunbei. She, she went there to settle the matters. She’ll probably be gone for a month or 

two. Don’t, don’t let my mother and father know that I’m injured!” 

Liu Dequan was not the only one who was shocked. Even Feng Jiantian, Yang Song, and Lin Feng were so 

shocked that their jaws almost dropped to the ground. They pointed at Han Shi. “How… come you can 

speak?” 

‘Han Shi’ rolled his eyes. “You want something to happen to me? Alright, it hurts too much. I’ll sleep for 

a while. Don’t wake me up if there’s nothing important!” 

Before closing his eyes, he added, “Don’t wake me up even if there is something important.” 

Everyone looked at each other, caught between laughter and tears. Only Blood Stealer knew that Han 

Shi was actually not Han Shi, and the lady boss’s life was still in danger! 

After the others left, Blood Stealer said with a solemn expression, “Is my Lady Boss alright?…” 

He suddenly turned around and muttered as he walked out of the door, “No, I have to inform the team 

and go to rescue Lady Boss together.” 

“You don’t have to worry about her!” 

Jiu Yuan said coldly, “You can’t do anything about it even if you want to. Even she can’t fight that man. If 

you go, you’ll only be tempting fate. Besides, do you know where the other party is? If you don’t know 

anything, looking for her is no different from looking for a needle in a haystack.” 

Blood Stealer’s body trembled and his face turned pale. He said gloomily, “Then what should we do? We 

can’t just wait!” 

“Don’t worry. Someone like her won’t die so easily.” 



Actually, Jiu Yuan was not confident, but he could not tell others about it. Not only would it not help, but 

it would also cause unnecessary panic! 

Blood Stealer thought for a moment and agreed. Even someone as capable as the lady boss had lost. It 

was useless for them to go. It was better to wait for Han Shi to recover and discuss this matter at length! 

At night, ‘Han Shi’ did not go home. Instead, he called home and said that Qin Xi had gone to Yunbei 

recently. He would not go back and would stay in the company. 

At first, Luo Xiujuan said that it was not appropriate to sleep in the company, but Han Dazhu said, “He’s 

grown up and has ambitions for his career. Just let him be.” 

Just like that, Jiu Yuan left Han Shi in the company to recuperate while he waited anxiously for Qin Xi to 

return! 

** 

In a bottomless cave, Qin Xi was thrown to the corner like a rag doll. In the dark cave, a few luminous 

pearls emitted a gentle glow, illuminating the cave. 

At some point, Qin Xi’s eyelashes fluttered and she slowly opened her eyes. Her surroundings were dark 

and there was a faint light flickering. She subconsciously looked over. 

When she saw the figure sitting cross-legged, many memories flashed across her mind. 

Her first reaction was to take her pulse. Her expression changed drastically when she realized that she 

was indeed pregnant. 

She considered herself as a divine doctor, but in the end, she did not notice that she was pregnant at all. 

However, the little fellow came at the wrong time. She was now imprisoned. What if this old monster 

wanted to kill her… 

It seemed like he had to find a way to leave this place. 

At this moment, a voice sounded faintly, “This is the hinterland of Yin Mountain. Don’t even think about 

escaping. There’s a strangulation array here. If you force your way out, you’ll be minced into meat 

paste!” 

Chapter 766 A Terrifying Thought 

Strangulation Array? 

Qin Xi’s heart sank, but she did not show it on her face. She stood up and secretly activated the Mystic 

True Qi in her body, but she realized that it was already empty. In other words, not only was she an 

ordinary person now, but she was also pregnant. In this situation, it was simply impossible to deal with 

the person in front of her. 

She didn’t know how to describe how she felt now. Helplessness? Despair? 

Recalling the scene of her being hunted down in her previous life, she pursed her lips tightly. 

However, one thing was certain. This old monster would not kill her for the time being. As for the 

reason, it was probably because he was coveting her blood. 



The thing was that Qin Xi did not know how long she could be safe. If she really wanted to escape, under 

such circumstances, the only way was to do something to her blood, but… 

She was pregnant now. If she really tampered with her blood, her child would be the first to suffer. If 

something happened to her child, it was pointless even if she escaped. 

It was also at this moment that she regretted stealing the spirit herbs. 

Of course, she knew that regretting was not what she should be doing now. She could only take it one 

step at a time and see what this old monster was up to. 

Seeing that she did not speak, the man said calmly, “From today onwards, give me a bowl of your blood 

every three days. Can you do that?” 

Qin Xi was filled with hatred, but she still said cautiously, “Sir, I can give you my blood, but I still have a 

child in my stomach. If anything happens to the child, I don’t think I’ll want to live.” 

The man was not surprised to hear that at all. “Don’t worry, there are a lot of blood-nourishing spirit 

herbs. You just need to give me your blood! I’m warning you, no matter what tricks you have up your 

sleeve, apart from me, no one in this world can break the Strangulation Array.” 

Qin Xi nodded cooperatively. “Understood! I won’t escape, nor can I!” 

Seeing that she knew her place well, the man did not say anything else. He closed his eyes and began to 

cultivate, treating Qin Xi as air. 

Qin Xi took a deep breath. She was in despair, but she did not give up easily. As long as there was a little 

hope, she would not give up. 

She walked in the direction the man had just pointed. This cave abode was about 30 square meters with 

one bedroom, one living room, and one balcony. Where Qin Xi was standing was the balcony. 

The cave abode was half-open. There was a three-meter-long hole above it that allowed sunlight to 

enter. There were many spirit herbs planted here, most of which were blood-nourishing spirit herbs. 

Qin Xi narrowed her eyes and immediately felt puzzled. 

Logically speaking, this man was so powerful that he was almost invincible. For such a hidden expert, it 

was unlikely that he would bleed. Why did he need so many blood-nourishing spirit herbs? 

After a while, she suddenly thought of something. Her face immediately turned pale as a terrifying 

thought appeared in her mind. 

What if these blood-nourishing spirit herbs were not for him to use but… for the people who were 

captured here by him? 

So… it turned out this old monster was actually a vampire? 

She did not know how long she could last and what had happened to those prisoners before her. 

However, her gaze landed on these spirit herbs. 



She came to the herbal field and began to think about how to combine these herbs to make it 

poisonous. 

While she was lost in her thoughts, she did not notice that under her feet, a skeleton hand was slowly 

approaching her. Suddenly, the skeleton hand grabbed Qin Xi’s wrist… 

Chapter 767 Jiang Yi’s Life 

If it were in the past, Qin Xi would definitely have sensed it when the skeleton hand reached out. 

However, now, her mind was in a mess, and her cultivation was suppressed. She was no longer as 

vigilant as before, so she did not sense the sudden attack. 

Fortunately, Qin Xi was mentally strong. She did not shout or scream when a hand grabbed her. She only 

swung her hand hard. Unfortunately, the grip was too tight and she could not shake it off. 

Looking at the skeleton hand that was tightly holding her, a scene suddenly flashed across Qin Xi’s mind. 

An old man with white hair happened to pick up an abandoned baby who was on the verge of death. 

The old man pitied him and could not watch him die like that. He thought that he could nurture an heir, 

so he brought the baby along to take care of him. 

In the blink of an eye, the baby had grown into a strong young man who could kill a ferocious tiger with 

a punch. 

His name was Jiang Yi, and he had the same surname as the old man. 

Perhaps it was because of his genes, but Jiang Yi was tyrannical by nature. When he was seven years old, 

the old man saw him stomping a palm-sized rabbit to death without batting an eye. At that time, the old 

man reprimanded him severely and punished him. 

Perhaps it was because Jiang Yi had reached the rebellious stage or because the brutality in his nature 

had been triggered, but Jiang Yi’s behaviors were getting stranger and stranger, making the old man 

more and more worried. 

The old man taught Jiang Yi to be good and kind, but every time, Jiang Yi only pretended to listen. 

Seeing that he ignored him and continued to behave atrociously, the old man made a decision to not 

teach him everything he knew. 

However, the fact the old man didn’t want to teach him was noticed by Jiang Yi. The old man did not 

hide anything and told him what was on his mind. Jiang Yi looked at the old man with a terrifying gaze 

and left without saying a word. After that, he disappeared for a year without a trace. 

At first, the old man was a little angry, but as time passed, he started to worry. One year later, on a rainy 

night, the old man saw the young man standing in the night. 

The old man went forward with excitement and joy. However, before he could get close, he saw Jiang Yi 

covered in injuries. He gently called out “Grandpa” and fell into a pool of blood. 

He quickly ran over and saw that Jiang Yi was short of breath. He looked like he was terminally ill. 

After all, Jiang Yi was the child he raised. The old man quickly helped him back into the house and healed 

him. 



Jiang Yi was seriously injured. The old man almost exhausted all his True Qi to barely save him from 

death’s door. To the old man’s surprise, Jiang Yi took the opportunity when his True Qi was exhausted to 

stab him in the back with a saber. 

It turned out that in order to obtain the old man’s inheritance, Jiang Yi injured himself to look pitiful. He 

was already so vicious to himself, let alone to others. 

When the saber pierced through his heart, the old man only had one thought: He hoped that Jiang Yi 

would not find his inheritance. 

Perhaps because he had seen through the old man, a sinister smile appeared on Jiang Yi’s originally cold 

and handsome face. His pitch-black eyes were filled with a cold light. The corners of his mouth curled 

up. “Don’t worry, I’ll get it.” 

After that, the old man was eaten alive by Jiang Yi. 

The scene stopped here. Qin Xi gradually came back to her senses. When she thought of the bloody 

scene just now, she couldn’t help but feel her stomach churning. 

Chapter 768 Weakness 

Qin Xi endured the urge to vomit, but in the end, she still couldn’t help but throw up. 

She could not describe with words how abnormal and cruel it was to eat someone who brought you up. 

Was his heart made of stone? 

After vomiting for a while, Qin Xi’s face turned pale. She looked weak and pitiful. Fortunately, there 

were many herbs here. She found an herb that did not hurt the fetus to alleviate the sickness 

Through this matter, Qin Xi also learned something else. The reason why Jiang Yi had white hair and a 

healthy complexion was that he had cultivated some kind of demonic technique. Not only could he 

maintain his youth, but it could also increase his cultivation greatly. 

Jiang Yi was actually a rare cultivation genius. Back then, the old man only taught him some insignificant 

things. However, he was extremely smart. He secretly observed the old man cultivate and then imitated, 

studied, and developed it himself. 

In the end, he actually developed a cultivating method of his own. 

That year, he disappeared for a year not because he was angry. His true goal was to go out and train. In 

that era, there were more people who cultivated ancient martial arts than now, so there were many 

things he could learn outside. 

In the end, he found a forbidden book in a tomb. With blood as a medium, one could retain their youth. 

With human lives as a medium, one could live forever. 

Of course, this was not just about eating people and drinking their blood. Instead, it was a series of 

secret techniques. Over the past two hundred years, at least a thousand people had died at Jiang Yi’s 

hands. 

After absorbing the soul, he could have the memory of the dead. This technique was comparable to Qin 

Xi’s Dark Fire. 



However, the dark fire was not so cruel and bloody. 

When he found out about this demonic technique, he went mad and killed the surrounding commoners 

crazily. However, the commoners did not have internal force in their bodies, and their blood was not 

useful to him. Therefore, he began to hunt down ancient martial artists who had internal force. 

Jiang Yi’s appearance shook the entire Mystic World. At first, he hid himself well, but as his cultivation 

improved, he became more and more fearless. This made the martial arts cultivators panic, and even 

the organization had to take this matter seriously. After all, cultivators were very important to the 

organization. They were the foundation of peace for the country and could help fight off the invaders. 

Therefore, the organization and the cultivators with high cultivation came up with a plan to take down 

Jiang Yi. 

Although Jiang Yi was powerful, he was alone after all. How could he fight against a huge organization? 

In the end, Jiang Yi had no choice but to sneak overseas. 

After living overseas for decades, his cultivation improved greatly and he decided to come back. 

However, at that time, there were not many cultivators left, and the technological and military 

development was too fast. He did not dare to cause trouble and stayed in seclusion to cultivate, hoping 

to reach the legendary level of an Earth Immortal. 

Qin Xi did not know what his current cultivation level was. She only knew that he was currently the most 

powerful person she had seen. If she wanted to kill him, it would be like an ant challenging an elephant, 

courting death. 

The only good thing was that she knew that there was a fatal weakness to cultivating this forbidden 

technique. 

Since it was called a forbidden technique, to a certain extent, a forbidden technique could allow one to 

obtain unimaginable power and benefits. However, at the same time, the serious consequences would 

often be twice or even several times the benefit. Coincidentally, Qin Xi had grasped the weakness of this 

forbidden technique. 

Chapter 769 Waiting 

Actually, the weakness was very simple. On the night of the full moon every month, the forbidden 

technique Jiang Yi cultivated would backlash and let him have a taste of the evil deeds he had 

committed over the years. 

Every time this happened, not only would he become an ordinary person, but his body would also suffer 

unimaginable pain. His entire body would feel like it was burning. Even a child could easily take his life. 

However, Qin Xi was not that optimistic, because there was still a strangulation array preventing her 

from leaving. 

Jiang Yi was not a fool. The Strangulation Array was an ancient array formation. Apart from him, there 

was probably no one else in this world who knew how to deactivate it. She guessed that Jiang Yi could 

stay safe all these years probably because of the Strangulation Array. 

If that was the case, it would be troublesome. 



She had no solution to the Strangulation Array. This made Qin Xi frustrated. 

** 

On the other side, after hearing that Han Shi was in a vegetative state, Gao Huiren traveled thousands of 

miles to Luoping City. After giving Han Shi acupuncture, he wiped the sweat off his forehead with a 

solemn expression. 

“How is him?” Lin Feng quickly asked. Blood Stealer, Wang Zhiqiang, and the others also looked at Gao 

Huiren expectantly. 

Actually, they could more or less guess the answer from Gao Huiren’s expression, but they still held a 

trace of hope that Liu Dequan and the others had made a mistake. 

Unfortunately, Gao Huiren’s words shattered the last trace of hope in everyone’s hearts. He shook his 

head dejectedly. “He’s indeed brain dead. The chances of him waking up in a vegetative state are very 

slim. If Qin Xi is around, she might have a way. If she can’t, I’m afraid…” 

Gao Huiren stopped mid-sentence. His words brought an unprecedented weight to Blood Stealer and 

the others. 

No matter what serious matter Qin Xi had to attend to in Yunbei, she would definitely rush back 

immediately upon knowing that her husband was in a life-and-death situation. It was strange that they 

still didn’t see Qin Xi. 

Unless… 

Lin Feng and the others’ hearts sank. They already had a bad feeling. 

After Gao Huiren left with Lin Feng and the others, Wang Zhiqiang looked at Han Shi and said 

respectfully, “Senior, what should we do now?” 

Previously, he had heard from Blood Stealer that Han Shi had a very special shifu who could temporarily 

occupy Han Shi’s body and talk to them. Over the past few days, it was all thanks to his shifu that Han 

Dazhu and Luo Xiujuan didn’t find out that Han Shi had become a vegetable. Otherwise, they would be 

heartbroken. 

When Han Shi, who had his eyes closed just now, heard Wang Zhiqiang’s question, he suddenly opened 

his eyes and said in a helpless tone, “What else can we do? Let’s wait!” 

Wait? 

Wait for what? 

Wang Zhiqiang’s cold eyes darkened slightly. From this Senior’s tone, it seemed that even he was not 

confident in confronting the enemy head-on. How powerful was the enemy? 

The atmosphere here was so oppressive that it was difficult to breathe, but the medicinal cuisine 

restaurant was abnormally lively. 



As the reputation of the medicinal cuisine restaurant gradually spread, more and more people came to 

have a try. It even attracted many tourists from other places. The entire medicinal cuisine restaurant 

was bustling with activity. 

On the second floor, in a private room, a few people were sitting together. 

In the lead sat a woman in her fifties who was dressed gorgeously and had a graceful aura. Although 

there were traces of time on the woman’s face, it was not difficult to tell that she was also a beauty 

when she was young. However, the corners of the woman’s eyes were slightly raised, and her eyes were 

filled with pompousness. Every move she made was condescending. 

“I didn’t expect that bastard to be so capable. Judging from how popular this medicinal cuisine 

restaurant is, it should be making a lot of money!” 

Chapter 770 Coveting Han Shi’s business 

“Not only that! I heard that that bastard also has a very big company called…” 

Han Yuanyuan’s tone was a little strange. She tried her best to recall the information she had gathered 

before and continued, “It’s called Sunshine Pharmaceuticals. By the way, he also has a newly built 

winery. It’s said that as soon as the products entered the market last month, they received good 

feedback.” 

“I remember that there’s an unfinished construction site in the old city district. I don’t know what is 

being built there. Anyway, the project looks like it’s going to be a big one.” 

Han Hai’s tone was sour, and the jealousy in his eyes could not be concealed. “Grandma, you said that 

he’s just a smelly country bumpkin. Where did he get so much money to do projects? If he doesn’t have 

a hundred million yuan, he won’t be able to get these projects done. Did he do something illegal?” 

His eyes suddenly lit up, as if he had found evidence of Han Shi’s crime. 

“If the source of this money is illegal, can we expose him and send him to jail? At that time, all the Han 

family’s assets will be ours.” 

When Han Yuanyuan heard that, she immediately felt that this could work. She quickly looked at the 

woman and said, “Mom, I think Hai’s idea is quite good. Even if we don’t have evidence, we can create 

some. After sending him to jail, we can snatch all the winery, pharmaceutical company, land, and fruit 

stores from him. Oh right, and this shop. When the time comes, we’ll manage it ourselves. We can 

definitely run it better than that bastard.” 

“That’s right, Grandma. If the plan succeeds, I want that winery. I heard that the new wine they recently 

promoted is very delicious.” 

Hearing the two of them say that, Liao Meifeng was furious. She cursed under her breath, “Are the two 

of you stupid? You’ve been taught a lesson twice. Isn’t that enough? Do you want to embarrass me 

again?” 

“Mom, why are you scolding me?” Han Yuanyuan was very displeased with her mother’s words and 

immediately retorted. 



“Let me tell you something. If you have any evil designs on his things, I guarantee the ones who end up 

going to jail will be you, not him.” 

Liao Meifeng waved her hand impatiently and said, “Hurry up and serve the dishes. Taste them first.” 

This time, she was not here to offend Han Shi. After thinking about it for a while, she felt that it was 

necessary to have a good talk with Han Shi and his family. 

Of course, she was not here to persuade Han Shi to go back to the Han family. Instead, she was going to 

talk about the consequences of him returning to the family. 

What kind of place was the capital? It was their territory. If Han Shi and his family went there, she had 

plenty of tricks to make them regret their choice. 

At this moment, there was a knock on the door of the private room. A few young shop assistants pushed 

in a cart filled with delicacies. 

The fragrance of the medicinal cuisine floated in the air, making the three hungry people drool even 

more, especially Han Hai. 

The shop assistants placed the dishes on the table and said respectfully, “Esteemed guests, please 

enjoy!” With that, they left. 

Looking at the sumptuous medicinal cuisine in front of him, Han Hai couldn’t sit still anymore and ate 

first. 

 


